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Secondly, Council believes that there is a role for the Federal Government to play in regard to the installation
of trunk infrastructure in greenfield developments. Many local government authorities own substantial tracts
of zoned residential land or land that has the potential to be rezoned for residential purposes. In Mount
Isa’s case, Council owns small parcels of land around the municipality, as well as one substantial holding
that has the opportunity to develop over 500 lots. Council suggests that there is the opportunity for the
Federal Government to partner with local government authorities to develop these greenfield sites to meet
the needs of the expanding work force and residential growth. Council believes that the most appropriate
role the Federal Government could take on would be to fund the installation of part or all of the trunk
infrastructure, namely the arterial roads, energy, water and sewer. It is also envisaged that the Federal
Government could facilitate the supply of fibre to the development. It would be incumbent on Council and
the Federal Government to develop a business case to support the development and it would be important
that all aspects of competitive neutrality are managed appropriately.
The development of a greenfield site would create significant direct and indirect employment, as well as
providing local businesses and suppliers with opportunities.
Thirdly, Council believes that to support the proposed greenfield residential development it would be
necessary to have a binding commitment from both State and Federal Government in relation to how many
houses each level of government would be prepared to lease and over what timeframe. With this type of
commitment in place Council would have the opportunity to consider a staged development that could be
delivered over time, considering the different economic environment for each year. It would be important to
have for Mount Isa City Council to have a diversity of accommodation options open to those arriving in the
City and reduce the reliance on temporary accommodation whether that be at caravan parks or in “dongas.”
One proven housing model is the Defense Housing Australia (DHA) whereby quality homes are provided
for up to 25-year tenancy terms, private purchase is then available as an investment purchase. Townsville
is good example of this type of much sort after investment.
Government Departments on all levels currently provide some level of accommodation or support in this
regard to attract and retain the suitable staff. Government Departments identified include, Health Care
(second largest employer in the city and a growth industry), Police, Fire, and Emergency Services, (some
police are given accommodation in Housing department properties in Pioneer and Sunset which is not the
best outcome for long term retention in the city), Housing, Education, Corrections (another growth industry).
The list goes on, most government departments are expanding. It is estimated as many as 100 or more
houses could be utilized for this type of development.
Fourthly, Council believes that should the greenfield redevelopment proceed, State and Federal
Government need to consider the incorporation community and affordable housing into the overall
development. This should be undertaken in a manner that does not facilitate areas of disadvantage but
rather integrates different housing uses in a seamless way to the rest of the development.
Fifthly, Council would like to see more investment in public housing as part of community renewal and
included in any greenfield development. Too often it appears that State and Federal Government agencies
are involved in the disposal of public housing, rather than the acquisition of sites for public housing. Council
believes that better planning, especially in relation to housing strategies would deliver better outcomes in
relation to the location of public housing and the product that is developed. (1,2,3 or 4 bedroom)
As an example, the Department of Housing has an oversupply of 2-3 bedroom houses in this city and an
undersupply of 4-5 bedroom houses, it is noted housing no longer constructs from timber framed
construction favouring instead the strength and sustainability of brick and steel frame which would be suited
to this type of residential development. One suburb in the city suffers from having too many Housing
Department or ATSI properties.
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Summary
Historically Mount Isa has been known for providing opportunity for people from all over Australia for
employment, work/career opportunities, and a fantastic lifestyle. In a nutshell many come with very little
and get that valued start in their working and family life, strong remuneration ensures saving opportunity
and often home ownership. Employment skills in mining and other sectors often then provide opportunity
anywhere in Australia or the world.
With regards to real estate trends over the last 10-15 years, home buyers including first home buyers are
looking for better quality more sustainable homes, all-time low interest rates, and government grants are
helping this scenario become a reality on many levels there has never been a better time to develop a new
suburb.
Despite this there is a lack of qualified builders in the city and the region, so this combined with the high
cost of transport for building materials has influenced the number of new houses built and the number of
renovations to older style homes.
Mount Isa has also lacked in the number of large-scale residential developments built which also has that
buy in bulk/transport in bulk factor that provides cost saving essential in affordable property construction.
With the future opening of the new Bunnings Centre in Mount Isa the bulk transport and supply of product
is expected to improve this situation.
The biggest influence stopping larger scale developments has been suitable land availability and secure
tenure, the Mount Isa City Council has the land parcel that meets all requirements.
Without residential development of this scale Mount Isa will continue to be plagued by accommodation
problems for the foreseeable future, the market for industries which dominate employment in the region
have never been stronger and the outlook for the mining and agricultural sectors are predicted to stay at
current levels or above for the next decade which is unprecedented.
The key to any new industry to Mount Isa is staff; affordable quality sustainable housing is a major factor in
potential industry diversification essential to any city dependent limited employment streams. Agriculture is
expected to be a growth industry in the future, feeding the worlds growing population will depend on
phosphate/fertiliser, the Mount Isa region has enough phosphate to supply world needs for the next 30-50
years on known resources. Phosphate mining and fertilizer production is Agriculture and therefore will
provide a different market exposure to traditional regional mining.
A partnership between the Federal, State, and Mount Isa City Council has the opportunity to a huge step
forward in addressing not just the constant affordable housing issue but also the many social, cultural,
FIFO, industry diversity, and overall livability factors that currently do not exist.
Yours faithfully

David Keenan
Chief Executive Officer
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